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Legal Files and Empires: Form and Materiality
of the Benguela District Court Documents
MARIANA ARMOND DIAS PAES

Benguela is a city with a population of around 500,000

litigating parties lively move from one room to another,

inhabitants in the southern region of Angola. Around

files under their arms, seeking to solve the many cases

the Garden of Benguela’s Municipal Administration

that flow into the Angolan judicial system. Amidst this

(Jardim da Administração Municipal de Benguela), one

constant flow of people and files, a room that stores

of the main public squares of the city, lie many buildings

paper is almost unnoticed. The BDC personnel does not

that house various bureaucrats who daily perform

access the room very often. Among antique Portuguese

their administrative duties. Some of these buildings

legal books, piles of files organized in racks call the

are constructions from the Portuguese colonial period

attention. Among those files, in the higher shelves,

that survived the various decades of war that ravaged

there is a collection of late 19th and early 20th centuries

the country in the end of the 20th century and the daily

lawsuits.

exposure to salinity due to the proximity of the building

For many decades, there was no catalogue of these

complex to the sea. The location of the buildings is

lawsuits. Nevertheless, some historians made use of

not by chance. During the 18th and the 19th centuries,

them in their research,2 and there was even an attempt

Benguela was one of the most important ports of the

to build an inventory.3 Recently, the Universidade

transatlantic slave trade. Following a pattern present

Katyavala Bwila, a public institution, took the lead in

all over the Portuguese Empire, the first centuries

a joint project to organize and catalogue these legal

of colonial presence concentrated government and

files.4 The organization of these documents will open

bureaucratic institutions in port cities. Very often, these

up a wide range of research possibilities to historians.

administrative buildings would be really close to the

Having this publication in sight, it is important to reflect

ports themselves, as in Benguela.

on some aspects of this kind of documents, that is, legal

1

One of these buildings of the Garden’s complex, a

files. Despite having been used by historians for many

newly designed one that lies besides an older Portuguese

decades now, lawsuits have not yet been the object of

construction,

extensive methodological reflections.5

houses

the

Benguela

District

Court

(Tribunal da Comarca de Benguela, hereafter BDC). As

Much has been said on the role of judges, legal

in any other court around the world, the daily life of

officials, and courts in the making of colonial regimes.6

the BDC is busy. Judges, attorneys, judicial officials, and

For the case of Spanish America, historians have even

© 2020 Mariana Armond Dias Paes.
Published by Sciendo. This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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crafted the concept of ›jurisdictional culture‹ (cultura

To put it clear, this article does not address the usual

jurisdiccional) to shed light on instances of normative

challenges of a historical analysis focussed on the social

production and administrative governance that are

conflicts that documents, such as the BDC’s, put into

obscured

straightforwardly

light. Studies in this sense might become more frequent

identify ›law‹ with ›state‹. They argue that in Iberian

in the following years boosted by the publication of

ancien régime societies, political power was identified

the collection’s catalogue. What this article does aim at

to iurisdictio, that is, the power to determine the law

is to call the attention specifically to one of the many

(decir el derecho). According to this cultural framework,

important aspects of this kind of documents, that is,

›law‹ was a natural order crafted by God and should be

their capacity to condition the ways in which judicial

maintained and reinforced by political powers. These

institutions process social conflicts. This is, thus, an

conceptions placed jurists in the centre of normative

analysis of the processes of institutional construction

production because it enhanced them with the capacity

materialized by formalities, not of the content of the

and legitimacy to define what was ›the law‹.

social conflicts themselves. In this sense, it intends to

by

perspectives

that

7
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Thus, in the Iberian Empires, legal files were at

point out analytical possibilities by engaging into the

the core of government and administration practices.

discussions this special issue raises on the production of

Lawsuits, for example, have been, for many decades,

files and their role in the daily life of institutions.

used by historians as primary sources for historical

In the last years, anthropologists and social scientists

evidence. Either in studies focussed on a ›micro-history‹

discussed on how documents are not only products of

analysis or for the gathering of serial data, lawsuits are

bureaucratic and administrative institutions but are

an extremely versatile kind of document. Some studies

actually constitutive of bureaucracies themselves, of

have a more specific focus on legal history and usually

their practices and their knowledge. This literature

draw on them in order to analyse the production of

argues that documents have long been overlooked

normativities and how historical actors used courts

because researchers used to see them only as repositories

to claim for rights.9 Less attention, however, was

of information, as a way to access the reality that was

given to lawsuits themselves. Historians still did not

their actual object of interest. Documents and files are,

give a systematic treatment to their materiality and

however, more than just objects representing reality;

formalities.

they play a mediation role that shapes and defines the

10

Despite recognizing the role of courts in

shaping a ›jurisdictional culture‹, historians did not yet

boundaries of social actors’ agency.12

delve deeply into reflections on how Iberian colonial

In this sense, files are seen as ›raw materials of

bureaucracies and legal orders were constructed by and

power‹,13 as objects that have an active performative

out of legal files themselves.

role in shaping and constituting power relations and

In order to raise some methodological issues

structures. Some of these power relations and structures

concerning lawsuits as primary sources, in this article,

are shaped by documents that intend to express ›truth‹.

I want to argue that among the potentialities that the

In order to do so, to be taken as evidence, they must

publication of the BDC collection catalogue will open,

comply with certain formalities and acquire specific

researchers could also engage into looking at these

material aspects. In this sense, these formalities and

documents instead of just looking through them.

I

material aspects are not neutral. They actually shape

do not claim to put aside social history and research

and conform the content of what is inscribed on files.

focusing on how historical agents resorted to courts

The information that they claim to contain as an

in order to claim for rights, in turn helping, in these

expression of reality is, in fact, translated and distorted

claims, to shape and give new meanings to norms. What

in different and specific ways.14

11

I do state is that a more complex analysis of how law

Files

and

paperwork

thus

mediate

relations

was constructed through conflict and by the agency

among people in broader terms than the reductionist

of different literate and illiterate people could include

assumption that they are mere tools for governments’

also an analysis of the form and materiality of legal

control over population. Habits of documenting actually

documents such as the ones stored in the BDC.

penetrate the everyday life of individuals, shaping the
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forms that some social relations will take and orienting

the material and formal aspects of these legal files,

people’s agency. Therefore, taking the formalities and

stressing their role as mediators that actually shaped

material aspects of documents seriously can elucidate

and transformed the content of the information they

important aspects of repetitive practices and routine

hold. Also, I suggest that the reiterated practices that

procedures that might actually play a more important

historical actors engaged for the production of these

role in the ›production of truth‹ than the actual content

documents played an important role in shaping their

of files. The ›truth‹ of documents is not necessarily a

daily agency and in the making of Portuguese colonial

result of their capacity to accurately express reality, but

legal order.

of their compliance to certain procedures.

15

This constitutive character of files and paperwork is
also noticeable in what specifically concerns legal files.16
It is not possible to understand law by putting norm and
reality side by side in a dichotomy that disregards the

55 M arian a Armo nd Di as P ae s — Le g al F ile s an d Emp i res
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Law, Courts, and Legal Files in the
Portuguese Empire

mediating role of legal files. Files are the mediators

Historians have long stressed that the Portuguese

that translate real experiences and conflicts into a legal

Empire was not a continuous and monolithic enterprise.

language that transform reality into law. In case a legal

One of its main characteristics was discontinuity,

file is filed, whatever happened to people involved in

both geographically and administratively. It acquired

the conflict must now be proved. This proof is often

different shapes depending on the concrete historical

made through a series of documents and testimonies

conditions that it faced. The stress on the complexity

that ›give confidence‹, that supposedly attest the

of the modes of governance in the Portuguese Empire

external fact. When all these documents come together

thus led many historians to focus on the actual local

in a lawsuit, the file attaches them together, enhancing

practices of governance. By shifting the focus from the

them with ›legality‹. The procedure chains and shapes

central government to ›periphery powers‹, they shed

reality to the language of law. Legal files thus profile,

light on the diverse array of institutions and actors that

shape, and format reality. Therefore, they are not

organized colonial societies.19

merely containers of information about the facts. What

In what concerned the administration of justice

legal files actually do is to format reality. And they do

in West Central Africa, historians highlighted how

this following specific rules in what concerns their form

Portuguese colonial authorities interacted with local

and materiality.

political powers especially in what concerned the

17

Hence, the legal files stored in the BDC also follow

relations between law and practices of enslavement.

specific rules in what concerns their form and materiality.

The coexistence of multiple normative orders in this

The collection comprises an array of petitions, mandates,

territory added complexity to the legal framework.

ownership titles, certificates of registration, tax receipts,

Signing vassalage treaties facilitated the spread of

powers of attorney, communication between judges and

Portuguese colonial power and colonial institutions

judicial officials from different jurisdictions, and so on.

in the regions of the so-called ›Kingdom of Angola‹

The core of the collection, however, are the lawsuits.

and ›Kingdom of Benguela‹. Yet, these treaties often

Approximately 2,100 lawsuits were filed between 1850

guaranteed – to some extent – that the administration

and 1950.18 There is no information on the formation

of justice would continue in charge of local authorities

of this collection and on what happened to the lawsuits

– sobas and macotas – and would continue deciding

filed before 1850. These legal procedures were filed

according to local practices and norms. Nevertheless,

before the jurisdictions (juízos) of Benguela, Luanda,

over the centuries, there were numerous conflicts and

Caconda,

disputes over jurisdictional powers between Portuguese

Quilengues,

Dombe

Grande,

Catumbela,

Lobito, Mossamedes (nowadays Namibe), Novo Redondo
(nowadays Sumbe), Lisboa, and Porto.

and local authorities.20
During the 19th and 20th centuries – the period that the

Accepting the challenge put by this special issue,

BDC collection covers – Portuguese judicial institutions

in the following pages, I engage in an analysis of

were never able to reach all corners of the so-called

56 M arian a Armo nd Di as P ae s — Le g al F ile s an d Emp i res
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›Province of Angola‹. In these decades, numerous

And they mattered. Despite many political forces

reforms on judicial organization took place, and they

and interests entangled in legal matters and judicial

were often preceded by reports stressing the difficulties

controversies, in order to legitimize itself, law must

colonial administrators faced in administering justice

comply with its own rules and formalities. Thus, even

and enforcing Portuguese norms and judicial practices

when explicitly following personal, political, or class

throughout the whole territory. The difficulties the

interests, jurists, and legal officials must do it in the

reports point out range from the ›uncivilized‹ character

shape predetermined by legal norms and practices in

of local populations to the bad training and poor

order to enhance their acts with efficacy. Furthermore,

education of colonial officials.

in many cases, these jurists and officials truly believed

21

Nevertheless, even assuming the coexistence of

in this set of rules and ideological rhetoric.25 Thus, the

multiple normative orders, the precariousness of

assumption that colonial legal orders were precarious

Portuguese judicial institutions in the colonial territory,

and not hegemonic should not prevent scientific

and the poor capacity – often the lack of willingness

analysis that deal with legal files to take seriously their

– to apply Portuguese norms and practices to local

role in shaping people’s agency.

populations, it is not irrelevant that these colonial

The existence of Portuguese colonial institutions in

legal institutions existed in these societies. During the

West Central Africa mattered because people actually

approximately five centuries that Portuguese colonialism

resorted to them. African populations often made use of

lasted, ships daily crossed the oceans carrying, from

Portuguese colonial institutions in order to solve their

one colonial jurisdiction to another, lettered jurists

conflicts. One example is the codex (códice) 7182 of the

who travelled in order to take over offices in American,

Angola National Archive (Arquivo Nacional de Angola,

African and Asian colonial territories. The agents

from now on ANA). It contains a protocol book of petitions

of the Portuguese Crown regularly moved between

directed to the General Governor of Benguela between

jurisdictions due to a system of temporary nominations

1826 and 1829. It shows that Africans resorted to the

to offices in colonial administration. Lettered jurists

General Governor in order to solve disputes concerning

occupied a relevant amount of these offices, especially

debts, witchcraft practices, and enslavement practices,

the ones higher up in the hierarchies. In the context of

among others. The General Governor himself decided

multiple normativities and competing jurisdictions that

some of these conflicts, and others he forwarded to the

characterized the Portuguese Empire, these lettered jurists

competent judges.26 The BDC legal files collection also

were fundamental for managing this legal patchwork.

reveal that Africans resorted to Portuguese courts in

To do so, they took with them their personal libraries,

certain cases.27 It is obvious that the access to Portuguese

administrative files, letters and recommendations that

courts and other administrative institutions depended

would instruct the performance of their duties.22

on many factors, and not all Africans had the possibility

Moreover, the handling of paperwork and the

to resort to them. Most probably, the ones who did were

production of legal files was not restricted to lettered

among those who were somehow familiar with colonial

jurists. A wide stratum of ›non-lettered administrative

institutions. Despite the obstacles they might have

personnel‹ daily administered and processed them.23

faced, the fact that some of them could and actually did

In Iberian colonial societies, notaries, scribes, and

resort to Portuguese judicial authorities reinforced the

parish priests also played a fundamental role in the

power of Portuguese colonial legal order.28

daily production of documents that were not mere

Apart

from

resorting

to

Portuguese

colonial

instruments or products of colonial administration,

institutions in order to solve their disputes, people who

but rather constructed administrative knowledge and

did not hold administrative offices engaged in document

practices that allowed the pervasiveness of colonial

and file production.29 They knew that the creation and

domination.

recognition of rights could highly depend on these

24

This personnel had specific normative conceptions

pieces of paper. They were aware that paperwork did

and ideologies. The institutions they formed had

not only materialize rights but also constitute them.30

specific legal rules in what concerned procedures.

One example of this paperwork production can be
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Figure 2: Written Promise on high relief paper and signed
by the Chief of Catumbela Council (Source: Benguela
Provincial Court, 1866, Autos cíveis de depósito de duas
57 M arian a Armo nd Di as P ae s — Le g al F ile s an d Emp i res

libertas de nomes Bibiana Catumbo, e Theresa Caleço, a
requerimento do Curador dos escravos e libertos, p. 13v).
Figure 1: Written Promise on high relief paper and signed
by the Chief of Catumbela Council (Source: Benguela

The first document, the written promise, was on

Provincial Court, 1866, Autos cíveis de depósito de duas

letterhead paper with a high relief of the Treasury

libertas de nomes Bibiana Catumbo, e Theresa Caleço, a

Board of the Province of Angola (Junta da Fazenda

requerimento do Curador dos escravos e libertos, p. 13).

da Província de Angola). It was also signed by the
Chief of the Catumbela Council (Figs. 1 and 2). Both –

found in one 1866 case of the BDC collection.31 In this

the letterhead paper and the signature of a colonial

lawsuit, Luiza Cordeiro Bimbi was accused of illegally

authority – indicate that the parties were trying to

enslaving two free women. To defend herself against

endow their promise with certain ›officiality‹. Also,

these charges, she claimed that the women were former

ratifying the promise at a court hearing could be a

slaves of Joaquim Quinpunduca.32 The judge demanded

strategy for making it more authoritative.

Luiza to declare the title she had over the slaves. She

In their transaction concerning the alleged slaves,

then presented two documents: a written promise made

Luiza and Joaquim engaged in the production of

by Joaquim that he would deliver four cows and one

documents which they tried to endow with some

slave to Luiza and a certificate of a conciliation hearing

authority. This indicates that they might have been

in which Joaquim promised to deliver four cows and

aware

three slaves to Luiza.

formalities and embodied particular material aspects

that

documents

which

followed

certain
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Figure 3: Lawsuits and legal books in Benguela District Court (Source: Photograph by the author).

could create and guarantee rights. Most probably,

culture‹,

when they created these documents, they did not

architecture during the Early Modern period was the

know that the two women who were the actual objects

existence of a natural and divine order that governed

of transfer would later contest their slave status in

the world. Not only persons and material things were

court. Nevertheless, Luiza and Joaquim decided to

subject to this natural order. Also, immaterial things – as,

formalize their negotiation in paperwork that would

for example, sentiments and colours – were entangled

acquire authoritative power by incorporating material

in norms and regulations. Formality was paramount

aspects such as letterhead paper and the signature of a

for this normative framework. Following the rituals,

colonial official. Even not knowing exactly what were

adopting the symbols, reproducing formulae was crucial

the formalities that official documents should comply

to the fulfilment of the natural legal order in ancien

with in order to be legally valid, people had an idea of

régime Portuguese society. In this context, formalities

what kind of material aspects could turn paperwork

played almost a religious role. Their performance had

into evidence. This vernacular knowledge thus shaped

the capacity to guarantee the solemnity required by

the way they conducted their daily transactions and

legal acts.34

negotiations.

the

premise

of

Portuguese

normative

Legal files in general and lawsuits in particular were
completely immersed in these conceptions. Petitions,

Form and Formalities in the
Portuguese Empire

for example, should follow really strict formulae. Often
legal books – the so-called ›legal doctrine‹ – were the
vehicles of these structural rules that informed legal
files. It is thus not by chance that in the same small room

In the Portuguese colonial legal order, form and

of the BDC, we can find both legal books and legal files,

content were intertwined. Hence, the analysis of norm

side by side (Fig. 3).

33

production should focus on both of them. Analogously

Many legal texts were produced during the early

to the Spanish legal framework extensively analysed by

modern period with the goal to instruct jurists, other

the historiography that focussed on the ›jurisdictional

government officials and claimants on the norms
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and formulae they should follow when initiating or
processing a judicial claim.35 This way, these legal
books participated in the process of enforcing colonial
authority through the production of paperwork and
files that followed predetermined formalities.36 Recent
scholarship also investigates the so-called pragmatic
legal literature, that is legal texts produced for a nonlettered audience, such as alphabetical collections,
instructions

concerning

procedures,

manuals

to

notaries, case compilations, and so on. This scholarship
stresses that this genre of legal literature played a
central role in spreading certain normative practices in
the peripheries of the Iberian Empires.37
A very popular text that circulated in territories
under Portuguese jurisdiction was Gregorio Martins
Caminha’s »Tractado da forma dos libellos«. The book
was first published in 1549 and was reprinted many
times during the centuries that followed. As is relatively
common until today, ›successful‹ legal books would have
many editions over the centuries. These new editions
often brought adaptations of the original text to current
legislation and jurisprudence. In the case of Caminha’s
»Tractado«, its many editions reached the 19th century,
when José Homem Corrêa Telles, another well-known
Portuguese jurist, published an edition of the book with
commentaries that adapted it to current legislation.

59 M arian a Armo nd Di as P ae s — Le g al F ile s an d Emp i res

Through these ›adaptations‹, form prescriptions created

Figure 4: Highlight of the expression ›Begins the form‹
in the first page of the book (Source: Caminha, Gregorio
Martins, Tractado da forma dos libellos e da forma das
allegações iudiciaes e forma de proceder no iuyzo secular

in the early centuries of Portuguese colonialism could

& ecclesiastico e da forma dos cõtractos com suas glosas

endure for many centuries, shaping the ways according

& cotas de dereyto, feyto pello licenciado Gregorio Martiz

to which conflicts should be translated when they

Caminha, Coimbra: Antonio de Maris 1558, p. 1).

reached colonial courts.

38

As many other books, the purpose of the »Tractado«
was to present models (formulários) that would instruct

to local farmers who wanted to make contracts of land

people – parties and lawyers – on how to file a petition

lease.

in Portuguese courts. The importance of formalities and

The production of books that diffused models that

formulae is present in the materiality itself of the book.

should be followed by people who accessed Portuguese

For example, in the first page of the book, the expression

colonial judicial institutions lasted in the 20th century.

»Begins the form« (Começase a forma) is highlighted by

For example, in 1920, Roberto Fonseca published the

its size and its position in the page (Fig. 4).

»Manual prático do serviço judicial para chefes dos

Apart from judicial initial petitions (libelos), the

postos de polícia das circunscrições administrativas

book also offered models to produce other kinds of

da Província de Angola« in Lisbon. The original

judicial acts such as defences, appeals, sentences, and

manuscript of the book can be found in the ANA. It was

so on. Also, there were models for contracts and powers

handwritten by the author in a notepad. More than

of attorney. This variety indicates that the target of the

half of the manuscript are models to judicial acts such

author was a wide public, ranging from high-ranking

as petitions, defences, sentences, and so on. There was

officials who occupied seats in the Courts of Appeals

no information on when the handwritten version of the
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manuscript was produced. Nevertheless, it attests that
reiterating formalities in order to translate reality into
legal language was a practice that persisted in the realm
of Portuguese colonial administration far into the 20th
century.39
It is evident that not all daily transactions or
litigation happened inside the frameworks established
by Portuguese jurists and norms. However, all over the
Empire, people who lived under Portuguese jurisdiction
knew that complying with these forms could be a
way to ensure their rights in a potential conflict with
neighbours, family members, commercial partners,
and so on. This pervasiveness of forms and formalities
was fundamental in the making of Portuguese colonial
domination. Similar patterns of documents and legal files
can be found all over territories subject to Portuguese
jurisdiction. The ubiquity of some formal patterns was
so intense that they survived colonial dominance. Brazil,
for example, declared independence in 1822. However,
even after its independence, many legal files continued
to be produced with the same formulae as the former
Portuguese ones, reproduced also on the other side of
the ocean, in the legal files stored in the BDC. Take, for
instance, the powers of attorney. The same patterns and
formulae (e.g. the opening statement »Saibão os que
este público Instrumento de Procuração bastante virem

60 M arian a Armo nd Di as P ae s — Le g al F ile s an d Emp i res

[…]«) were followed in cases filed before Benguela and
Rio de Janeiro courts (Figs. 5 and 6).
During the 19th century, after Brazilian independence,

Figure 5: Manuscript power of attorney in Benguela
court (Source: Benguela Provincial Court, 1857, Autos de
reunião de Concelho para cobrança, digo, de chamamento
de Credores, e reunião de Concelho de família do Casal de
Lourenço Fernandes Martins, p. 113).

printed models of powers of attorney became popular
in court cases. Their similar design in Benguela’s and
Rio de Janeiro’s court cases is noticeable (Figs. 7 and

and daily engagement of both colonial officers and

8). At first glance, this design similarity might seem

local populations in the production, reproduction,

trivial. Nevertheless, as the lawsuit collections of the

and

BDC and of the Brazilian National Archives (Arquivo

predetermined formalities.

dissemination

of

paperwork

that

followed

Nacional) attest, many different kinds of legal acts –
such as the cover of the procedures, judicial mandates,
transcriptions of witnesses’ testimonies, petitions,

Form, Content, and Social Conflict

notary certifications, and so on – had similar material
characteristics and followed analogous formalities

In Portuguese jurisdictions, form considerably shaped

and formulae on both sides of the Atlantic. Thus, the

content in legal files. The legal files of the BDC collection

materiality of legal files attests that reiterated and

are an example of how formalities and formulae had

deeply rooted administrative practices persisted even

the capacity to shape and condition the ways in which

after Brazilian independence from Portugal, which

colonial courts would access conflicts brought before

indicates the pervasiveness and persistence of colonial

them. Formalities and formulae had the capacity to both

legal regimes, enforced and constituted by a continuous

define the boundaries of social actors’ agency and frame
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Figure 7: Printed power of attorney in Benguela court
(Source: Benguela Provincial Court, 1856, Autos civeis de
ação commercial entre partes AA Negrão e Silva RR Dona

61 M arian a Armo nd Di as P ae s — Le g al F ile s an d Emp i res

Theresa de Jesus Ferreira Torres Vianna, Viuva Meeira e
Tutora dos filhos de seu fallecido Marido José Luis da Silva
Figure 6: Manuscript power of attorney in Rio de Janeiro

Vianna, p. 3).

court (Source: Arquivo Nacional, Relação do Rio de Janeiro
fundo 84, série apelação cível ACI, código de referência
84.0.ACI.08260, apelante Francisco Antônio Leal, apelado
Antônio Garcia Pereira Sobrinho, ano inicial 1865, ano
final 1872, número 7.250, caixa 388, galeria C, local Formiga, p. 288).

1. The plaintiff was the son and only heir of Marcella
de Suião, deceased in 1857.
2. His mother owned four slaves and a piece of land
(arimo) situated at Catumbela district, on the
margins of the river, in a place called Quitubo. In
the piece of land, there were a building (cubata)

reality in a specific legal language. In the BDC collection,
lawsuits concerning land disputes are an example of

and plantations of palm trees, corn, sugar cane, and
bananas.

this complex relationship between form and content

3. In 1848, the defendant’s lover (barregão) took

in legal documents. Let’s analyse, for instance, the

possession over the four slaves and enslaved free

revindication lawsuit filed by Manuel Cassador against

people claiming that the reason for this was a

Dona Julia Martins de Sant’Anna. The plaintiff’s lawyer

supposed debt of the plaintiff’s brother, who was

structured the initial petition (libelo)40 in paragraphs,

already dead himself.

which was the usual pattern in this kind of judicial act.
The paragraphs had the following content:

4. In 1855, the defendant also took possession over the
piece of land because of this alleged debt.
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9. The plaintiff’s mother could never claim for her
rights because she lacked monetary resources and
got ill.
10. With his mother’s death, the plaintiff could claim for
the property that was his legitimate inheritance.
11. The defendant still had possession over all property,
except for one slave that she had sold.
12. The defendant took possession over the plaintiff’s
property without valid title.
It is not by chance that Manuel’s arguments followed
this structure. It complied with the elements present
in legal books concerning the patterns which judicial
petitions should follow. For example, in his book,
Caminha structured judicial initial petitions (libelo) on
revindication cases containing the following elements:
1. The name of the plaintiff, his or her place of
residence, and the name of the defendant.
2. Plaintiff’s statement that he owns the contested
piece of land, indicating its geographic location.
3. Description of the illegal occupation or usage of the
land by the defendant, stressing the approximate
date when these acts began and stressing that they
were conducted without title and just cause.
4. Asserting that there were previous extra-judicial
attempts to solve the conflict.
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5. Affirming that all these allegations were public and
Figure 8: Printed power of attorney in Rio de Janeiro court
(Source: Arquivo Nacional, Relação do Rio de Janeiro

notorious.
6. Requesting that the judge declared the plaintiff as

fundo 84, série apelação criminal ACR, apelante Antônio

master (senhor) of the piece of land and that the

Ferreira Marques, apelada A Justiça, ano inicial 1873, ano

sentence condemned the defendant to restitution.

final 1873, número 83, maço 161, galeria C, local Rio de
Janeiro, p. 16).

The requirement to fit legal arguments into formalities
and formulae previously established, as the ones

5. After this illegal possession acts (esbulho), the

detailed in Caminha’s »Tractado«, determined the kind

defendant asked the Chief of Catumbela (a colonial

of stories parties told in lawsuits. In the specific case

official) to call the plaintiff and his mother in order

of revindication lawsuits’ formalities and formulae,

to give them a certificate that the debt was paid.

the story should consist of a dispute between two

6. The Chief of Catumbela asked a notary to prepare the

identifiable parties over a determined piece of land

certificate, but the plaintiff and his mother refused

that one of the parties occupied without good faith and

to receive it because they did not recognize the debt.

just title. It would also enhance the chances of having a

7. The Chief of Catumbela obliged them to receive the

favourable decision whether the narrative stressed that

certificate, menacing them with imprisonment.
8. The

plaintiff’s

mother

left

the

certificate

extra-judicial attempts to solve the conflict took place
in

and the whole story was public and notorious. This is

Catumbela and went to Benguela in order to claim

the format a story over a social conflict was supposed

for her rights.

to have in order to fit into a judicial procedure. Thus,
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predetermined legal formalities ended up reducing the

legitimize these titles. Also, possession claims very often

immeasurable diversity of real land disputes to highly

overruled titles claims in court litigation.44

specific facts.

This scenario, however, fundamentally changed

The structure of the narrative that Manuel presented

during the long 19th century. Liberal legal theories

in his initial petition complied with the elements present

defended that property was an absolute right and that in

in the Caminha’s model. As in this case, many other

order to secure it, titles should identify and individualize

lawsuits and legal files conformed to reiterated practices

the owners. Due to its absolute character, property right

that articulated facts in specific ways transforming

was then at the top of a hierarchy of rights over things

them into adequate legal arguments. The relationship

and could hardly be overruled by possession. Obviously,

between lawsuits such as Manuel’s and books such as

possession claims continued to exist. But possession

Caminha’s enlightens the process in which these two

was intensely marginalized and lost the strength it once

kinds of legal paperwork engaged in the construction

had before title deeds. Registration and the issuance of

of law and colonial legal regimes. Legal files and legal

title deeds were also part of a broader development of

books constantly referred to one another in a process of

the formation of nation states. During the 19th century,

legal intertextuality

registration and land demarcation were some of the

41

that formatted reality, turning it

into legally relevant content.

measures that rising nation states conducted in an attempt

During the 19 century, Portuguese jurists engaged

to identify and control their territories and populations.45

in numerous discussions about the administration of

In this context, Portuguese jurists that were taking

th

justice in colonial territories.
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D

This was a time during

the lead of liberal reforms in property law, created

which liberal conceptions of law became hegemonic

what they called ›mere possession registration‹. This

among Portuguese jurists. Liberal law had different

registration was presented in articles 523–526 of the

ideological foundations than the ones of ancien régime

1867 Portuguese Civil Code. The Code defined ›publicity‹

ius commune. Nevertheless, formality kept on playing

in possession situations as registration, a radical change

a significant role in perpetuating practices among

in relation to the previous ius commune system. A

jurists and judicial officials. What was different then

change that expressed the goals of the liberal property

were the ideological justifications to comply with these

reforms. Article 523 stated that »public possession is the

formalities. Now, following the rites and forms was

one which has been rightfully registered or which has

a way to guarantee security and impartiality of legal

been exercised in a way that can be known by interested

procedures.

people«. ›Mere possession‹ registration, in turn, could

42

A relatively common kind of legal procedure
in the BDC during the last decades of the 19

take place in cases when possession had been exercised

and

for more than 5 years in a peaceful and public manner.

and first decades of the 20th century was the ›mere

It was necessary that a judicial justification procedure

possession justifications‹ (justificação de mera posse).

preceded the registration. This judicial procedure was

In a preliminary analysis, I could identify 40 of these

the ›mere possession justification‹.46

lawsuits, filed between 1888 and 1919.

th

43

In an aleatory sample of 26 ›mere possession

Possession was the main way to acquire and secure

justifications‹ that are part of the BDC’s collection,47 all

land rights in Iberian societies during the early modern

follow the same pattern of initial petition. The petitions

period. Both Portuguese and Spanish interpretations

open with a statement of the plaintiff affirming that he

of ius commune categories and norms favoured the

was the legitimate owner and possessor of a piece of land

exercise of possession over other manners of ownership

for more than 5 years. A description of the approximate

acquisition. Title registration was not systematically

limits of the piece of land followed. The plaintiff then

employed in the Iberian Empires jurisdictions during

asserted that this possession was continuous, public,

these centuries, and, in fact, title deeds did not guarantee

and pacific and continued describing the possessory

rights when confronted with possession situations. Land

acts that would characterize the possession. At the end,

titles existed, but they did not have any judicial strength

the plaintiff asked the judge to declare his possession

if the possessor did not actually use the land in order to

›justified‹.

A

In a similar way as models did, the reiterated
patterns that these initial petitions followed restricted
the content of the legal claim. All the conflicts and
peculiarities that the real situation involving the
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Final Remarks: Form and
Materiality in the Making of
Colonial Legal Orders

claimed pieces of land might encompass were reduced
to a few formal elements. These elements were later

In this article, I put forward the argument that looking

discussed during witnesses’ hearings. Inside the courts,

at documents instead of just looking through them is

there was very little space for other elements of the

a methodological concern that historians dealing with

social conflicts. The similarities among these lawsuits

legal files and lawsuits should have. The legal files and

go beyond formalities and the usage of certain formulae

lawsuits that are part of the BDC collection open up

in the initial petitions. The design pattern of the initial

endless research possibilities. Historians can use them to

petitions and of the following legal acts is an equally

better understand economic relations in the region, issues

recurring feature.

related to slavery and to the suppression of the slave

Throughout the whole period that the collection

trade, conflicts between Portuguese and local authorities,

of the BDC encompasses, formalities and materiality

families structures, the relationship between criminal

played a central role in framing the narrative of

convictions and forced labour, among many others.

conflicts that reached Portuguese colonial authorities.

Nevertheless, a more complex analysis of these issues

The structure of these formalities, the design of the

could be possible if we consider the role that formalities

material artefacts, and the ideological grounds of these

and materiality played in shaping these conflicts.

procedures changed during the period covered by the

The cases analysed in this article indicate that the

documents. A privileged characteristic of this collection

intertextuality between legal files and legal books

is the time frame the legal files cover: second half of the

constantly shaped social conflicts when they made their

19 century and the first half of the 20 century. In this

way to courts. In processing social conflicts, judicial

period, the region experienced deep transformations:

institutions comply with reiterated practices created

the spread of liberalism and the consolidation of

in this process of mutual reference of legal files and

capitalist economic production happened hand in hand

legal books. Formal and material requirements thus

with a process of deep legal reforms. The justification

transform reality and translate social conflicts into a

and ideological ground of Portuguese normativities was

specific legal language. Moreover, people who lived

no longer the existence of a natural order. Jurists then

under Portuguese jurisdiction were aware of these

started arguing that individuals and their subjective

reiterated practices and tried to comply with them in

rights were the foundation of legal regimes. In this

order to secure their rights. This way, legal files shaped

new framework, the role of formalities and formulae

and defined social actors’ agency.
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th

th

was no longer to secure the divine character of law,

As the BDC collection shows, different kinds of social

but to ensure that following predetermined procedures

groups resorted to Portuguese courts in order to claim

would guarantee litigants’ individual rights. This

for rights. By doing so, they acknowledged the legitimacy

radical turn in the ways that jurists conceived law had

of colonial institutions and strengthened Portuguese

impact also on the normative production that took

colonialism.49 When resorting to Portuguese courts,

place in colonial territories.48 Legal files were also

they had to comply with prescribed formalities and

constitutive of these reform processes that reshaped

formulae. Actually, even before going to courts, when

Portuguese colonial order in Angola. A further analysis

producing documents in their daily life transactions,

of the BDC documents can thus make clearer which

people knew that adopting certain material and formal

were the changes that the form and the materiality of

patterns could determine their success in an eventual

these documents underwent during these decades, thus

judicial case. Thus, in the daily life of colonial societies,

demonstrating how legal files constituted the rationale

people engaged with formalities in a way that enabled

of the new characteristics the Portuguese colonial state

their pervasive character and reinforced colonial

assumed during the 19th and 20th centuries.

authority.

A

Engaging in an analysis that not only considers the
content of the legal files of the BDC’s collection, but also
their formalities and materiality, can add complexity
to narratives that focus on colonial structures in
West Central Africa. Looking at the legal files of the
BDC collection might shed light on how the reiterated
procedures they followed enabled the pervasiveness
and endurance of colonial practices concerning the
administration of justice and the resolution of conflicts.
Looking at them might then show us different aspects of
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the daily making of colonial legal orders.
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